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A COMPACT, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold which contains a 2-sided incompressible 
surface is called a H&en manifold. While a Haken manifold may contain an infinite 
number of nonisotopic, incompressible surfaces, Haken showed that one can generate all 
isotopy classes of incompressible, a-incompressible surfaces from a finite set of surfaces 
by certain cut-and-paste operations (See [3] or [7].) 
However, these operations also yield surfaces which are not incompressible. In this 
paper we use branched surfaces to produce exactly the 2-sided, incompressible, 
a-incompressible surfaces (up to isotopy) in a Haken 3-manifold. Our approach parallels 
Haken’s to some extent, because we obtain a finiteness statement by putting incom- 
pressible, a-incompressible surfaces in Haken’s normal form relative to a fixed handle 
decomposition of the 3-manifold. 
A branched surface B in a 3-manifold M3 is a subspace locally modelled on the space 
4Y shown in Fig. l(a) (locally modelled on the space 9 + of Fig. l(c) near JM). A surface 
S properly embedded in M is carried by B if Scan be isotoped so that it runs nearly parallel 
to B, as indicated in Fig. 1. (A precise definition will be given in $1.) If S is carried by 
B, then the number of sheets of S near a point in B determines an integer weight for each 
component of the complement of the branch locus in B. The weights satisfy certain obvious 
conditions: in Fig. l(a), w2 + w3 = w,, wi + w, = w5, etc. Conversely, given a set of weights 
on B satisfying these additive conditions, one can construct a corresponding surface carried 
by B by glueing parallel copies of the components of B-(branch locus) along the branch 
locus. 
The motivation for using branched surfaces comes from Thurston’s use of train tracks 
(branched l-manifolds) to study simple closed curves on a compact, orientable surface S. 
In [9] he defines what it means for a curve system to be “carried” by a train track and 
gives conditions on a train track which imply that no curve it carries is null-homotopic. 
He then shows there are two such train tracks which carry all (up to isotopy) of the 
non-trivial simple closed curves on S. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a Haken 3-manifold with incompressible boundary. There are a 
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finite number of branched surfaces. B,, . ., Bk, properly embedded in h4 such that (a) each 
surface carried with positive weights by one of the B,‘s is d-injectire and injectise. and (b) 
every two-sided, incompressible, d-incompressible surface in M is isotopic IO a surjhce carried 
by one of the B,‘s with positive weights. 
In $1 we give definitions and an example. Section 2 gives conditions on a branched 
surface so that all of the surfaces it carries with positive weights are S-injective and 
injective. In 93 we use Haken’s normal surface theory to find a finite number of branched 
surfaces satisfying the appropriate conditions, thereby proving the theorem. In $4 we 
briefly mention some applications and make further remarks. 
We would like to thank Allen Hatcher and William Thurston for conversations about 
branched surfaces. Allen Hatcher also helped in the simplification of statements and 
proofs. Finally, we would like to thank William Jaco for reading our manuscript and 
pointing out flaws and errors. 
91. DEFINITIONS 
Unless stated otherwise, all manifolds and maps are smooth, and a surface S c M3 is 
properly embedded. Let S c M’ be a surface which is not S*, P*, or a disk which can be 
pushed, rel boundary, into ah4. A compressing disk for S is an embedded 2-disk D in M such 
that D fl S = aD and aD does not bound a disk in S. S is incompressible if it has no 
compressing disks. S is injective if the map i * : x,(S)-+z,(M) is an injection. A surface S is 
injective if and only if aiV(S) (the boundary of a regular neighborhood of S) is incom- 
pressible. S is a-incompressible if for every disk D c M with dD = c1 U /?, where D fl S = CI 
is a properly embedded arc and D fl aA = /I, there is a disk D’ c S with dD’ = z U /3’ and 
/I’ = D’ (l&S. S is a-injectiue if aN(S) is a-incompressible. Clearly injective, a-injective 
surfaces are incompressible and 8 -incompressible. 
A branched surface Jibered neighborhood in M is a codimension zero, compact sub- 
manifold N = N(B) c M3 foliated by intervals (fibers) in a way locally isomorphic to the 
model, foliated by vertical arcs, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The branched surface B itself is the 
quotient space of N(B) obtained by identifying the interval fibers to points. B inherits 
naturally a smooth structure from N(B), and with this structure B can be embedded in N(B) 
transverse to the fibers so that the composition B +N(B)+B is near the identity. The branch 
locus is {b E B : b does not have a neighborhood homeomorphic to [w’ or 
((x. y) E 58’ : y 2 Oj), aB = B ll aM. With our definition, the branch locus of B is generic; i.e. 
it is self-transverse and intersects itself in double points only. (See Fig. 2b.) Any branched 
surface with non-generic branch locus can be replaced by another, equivalent for our 
purposes, having generic branch locus. A more general definition of a branched manifold 
is given in [IO]. 
The boundary of the branched surface fibered neighborhood is the union of three 
(a)N (b) R 
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compact subsurfaces ahN, a,N and N fl aA which meet only in their common boundary 
points; a fiber of N meets a,,N transversely at its endpoints, while a fiber of N intersects &N 
(if at all) in a closed interval in the interior of the fiber. A surface S c M is curried by B if 
S can be isotoped into fi so that it intersects the fibers transversely. S is carried by B with 
positive weights if S intersects every fiber. 
Here is an example to illustrate how branched surfaces arise in studying incompressible 
surfaces. Let M = S, x S’, where we are identifying S’ with the unit circle in the complex 
plane and S, = S, x 1 is a closed, orientable surface of genus g 2 1. Let a c S, be a 
nonseparating, simple closed curve, and U c S, a regular neighborhood of a with boundary 
components a, and a*. Given n E N we will construct a surface S c M as follows. Let 
W = S, - 0, V = U W x e2niln. S is obtained from V by adding n annuli in U x S’, so 
,=l....,n 
that the ith annulus Ai c U x e12rii”*2nfi + ‘)‘“l with aAi = (a, x e2ni/n) U (a2 x eznCi+ I)‘“). S has 
genus n(g - 1) + 1, and S is an incompressible surface in M(S is actually the fiber of a 
fibration of M over 22’). Although this construction yields a countably infinite family of 
incompressible surfaces in M, they are all carried by a single branched surface B. B is the 
union of S, and an annulus A c U x S’, and the branch locus of B is a, U a2. S is carried 
by B with weight n on S, - U, weight n - 1 on fi, and weight 1 on A. In Fig. 3 we use 
branched l-manifolds to give a schematic drawing of how S is carried by B. 
$2. BRANCHED SURFACES AND INCOMPRESSIBLE SURFACES 
Let M be a Haken 3-manifold with incompressible boundary, B c M a properly 
embedded branched surface, and N a fibered neighborhood of B. B is incompressible if the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There is no disk D c N such that D is transverse to the fibers and aD t int (&N); 
there is no disk D c N such that D is transverse to the fibers with dD = a U 8, where 
& c int (a,.N) and /3 c aM are arcs and a fl b = So. 
(ii) Each component of a,,N is incompressible and a-incompressible in M - fi. 
(iii) There is no disk D c M - fi with aD = D fl N = a U /?, where a t a,N is a fiber 
(vertical arc) and fl c ahN. 
Conditions (i)-(iii) are sufficient to ensure that the surfaces carried by B with positive 
weights are a-injective and injective, as will be shown below. Of the 3 conditions, (i) is for 
technical convenience and rules out disks of contact and half-disks of contact in B. 
Condition (iii) rules out monogons in M - B (see Fig. 4). In condition (ii), notice that d,,N 
is not properly embedded in M - fiD - by a-incompressible we mean the following: if 
there is a disk D in M - fi with b c M - N and a = a U/?, where a c a,,N is a properly 
I 
identify 
Fig. 3. Schematic view of M = S, x S’ = S, x [-n, I[]/(x, -n) w (x, n). 
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embedded arc and fl = D flaM, then there is a disk D’ c d,N with ZD’ = r Up’. where 
p’ = D’UaM. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a Haken 3-manifold with incompressible boundar_v, und B c A4 a 
properly embedded branched surface. If B is incompressible, then every surface curried bJ> B 
with positive weights is C? -injective and injective. 
Proof. Let N’ be a fibered neighborhood of B, and let F be a surface carried by B with 
positive weights. To prove that F is injective, it suffices to show that S = ?N(F). the 
boundary of a regular neighborhood of F, is incompressible. Since S is carried by B, we can 
isotope S so that S c I? and S is transverse to the fibers of N’. S intersects each fiber at 
least twice, so we can isotope S so that S c N’ and ahN’ c S by pushing the sheets of S 
outermost in N’ to a,N’. Note that N’ - S is an interval bundle L, with fibers coming from 
the fibers of N’. 
If the core of an annulus A of d,N’ bounds a disk D in M - fi, then by (ii) the two 
boundary components of A bound disks D,, and D, in a,,N’. The 2-sphere D, U A U D, 
bounds a 3-ball in A4 (on the side containing D by (i)), so we extend N’ and the interval 
bundle L to that 3-ball. Similarly, if there is a disk D with dD = r U 8, where /I c 244 and 
x is the core (transverse to the fibers) of a rectangle R c &N’ corresponding to a branch arc 
of B, then we extend N’ and the interval bundle L to the component of M - N’ containing 
D (this uses the a-incompressibility of a,,N’, the incompressibility of dM, and the irre- 
ducibility of M). If we denote the extended N’ by N, then conditions (i)-(iii) hold for N. 
Suppose that S is not incompressible, and let D be a compressing disk for S, with c?D = x. 
(It follows from (i) and (ii) that no component of Sis S2 or a boundary-parallel D’.) We can 
assume that D fl a,.N consists of arcs and simple closed curves after isotoping D to make it 
transverse to d,.N. Suppose y is an innermost circle of D II 8,N bounding a disk E in D. ; 
cannot be isotopic to the core of an annulus of a,N, since otherwise either E c A4 - 8 
(contradicting the construction of N from N’) or E c N (contradicting (i)). Thus ;’ bounds 
a disk in d,.N, and we can isotope D across this disk to eliminate 7 from D f! ?,N. We 
eliminate all circles of D f’ d,.N in this way. 
Suppose ;I is an arc of D fl d,N which is edgemost in D, cutting a disk E from D. Either 
7 is isotopic to a fiber of a,,N, or it is isotopic to an arc in S. 7 cannot be isotopic to a fiber 
of ~9, N since otherwise either E c M - fi (contraidcting (iii)) or E c N (this cannot occur 
since the pullback of the I-bundle L to dE would be non-trivial). If y is not edgemost in 2, N. 
replace it by an arc of D f! J,.N which is edgemost in C7,N. When y is isotoped to S, one of 
the two disks obtained by cutting D along y is a compressing disk which intersects ?,.N in 
fewer arcs. Replace D by this disk. 
When all arcs of D r) d,.N have been eliminated, we obtain a compressing disk D which 
does not intersect 6, N. If D c M - fi, then D is a compressing disk for ?hN. contrary to 
(ii). D cannot be contained in N, since otherwise D would be a compressing disk for S n?L 
in the I-bundle L. This completes the proof of incompressibility. 
It remains to show that S is d-incompressible. Note that d(B), the double of B. is a 
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branched surface in d(M), the double of M, which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 
2. The above argument implies that d(S), the double of S, is an incompressible surface 
in d(M), and hence SCM is a-incompressible. 0 
53. FINITENESS 
In this section we complete the proof of the main theorem that in a Haken 3-manifold 
A4 with incompressible boundary there are finitely many branched surfaces so that the 
two-sided surfaces they carry with positive weights are exactly the two-sided, incom- 
pressible. a-incompressible surfaces in M. Given a two-sided, incompressible, 
a-incompressible surface S c M, we isotope it to a normal form relative to a fixed handle 
decomposition of M using Haken’s theory and construct a branched surface Bs c A4 which 
carries S with positive weights. We then complete the proof by showing that B, is 
incompressible and that only finitely many non-isotopic branched surfaces are produced 
by the construction. 
Haken’s results show that any incompressible, a-incompressible surface S in A4 can be 
isotoped to a normal form relative to a handle decomposition of (M, 8M) coming from 
a triangulation of A4 (see [7]). 
and 
S is in normal form if: 
(1) S is disjoint from the 3-handles. 
(2) dS is disjoint from the 2-handles of c?M. 
(3) S intersects each i-handle Hj’(i = 0, 1,2) in a collection of disjoint disks whose 
boundaries are homotopically non-trivial in 
and the disks of S fl dH,’ are isotopic to products i x tl in the product structure 
H,’ = I x D’ of H,‘. 
(4) dS intersects each H,’ fl dM(i = 0, 1) in non-trivial arcs. 
(5) S intersects the 0- and l-handles of the induced handle decomposition of iTH,I - aM 
in non-trivial arcs disjoint from the 2-handles of aH,i- 8M. 
(6) Each circle of S f7iiHp intersects aM or any 2-handle H: in at most one arc. 
Figure 5 shows typical disks of S fI Hi. 
There are a finite number of possible disk-types in H,‘, where two disks of S fl H,’ are 
of the same type if their boundaries are isotopic in 
In particular. there is only one disk-type in each 2-handle. We define the complexity y(S) 
of a normal form of S to be the total number of disks in which S intersects the 2-handles. 
Relative to the fixed handle decomposition of M, let S be in a normal form with 
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minimal complexity over all normal forms of S. Let F = dN(.S), where N(S) z S x I is 
a regular neighborhood of S. F is just two copies of S, and we can assume that F is also 
in a normal form of minimal complexity, with twice as many of each disk-type as S. We 
construct a branched surface B, carrying S with positive weights. Roughly speaking. ,B, 
will be the branched surface obtained by pushing disks of the same type toward each other 
and identifying them. The result is a branched surface with non-generic branch locus. but 
a slight restriction of the area of identification yields a branched surface with generic 
branch locus which carries the same surfaces. More precisely, we construct the branched 
surface fibered neighborhood fis as follows. Given two adjacent disks EO and E, of F fl H,’ 
(i = 0, 1,2) of the same disk-type, the 3-ball between them in H/’ can be given a product 
structure E x I with E x 0 = E,, E x 1 = E,. and dE x I c SH,‘. We can choose these 
product structures consistently, so that two adjacent E x I’s intersects in a union of fibers 
ofeither product structure. If the 3-ball is contained in N(S), we may assume that the fibers 
are the fibers of the product structure on N(S). Let 13, be the union of these fibered balls 
over all pairs of adjacent disks of the same disk-type. Clearly fix satisfies C’J?, c F. 
In general N, fails to satisfy condition (i), so a further modification is necessary. Since 
we want to produce a finite nimber of branched.surfaces for Theorem 1, we need to make 
this modification relatively independent of F. 
Claim 1. If b,Y carries a 2-sphere, then there is a disk G c F yielding a disk of contact 
for f?,Y. By this we mean that dG c 6,.gs and there is a neighborhood CT of ZG in G 
satisfying (V - dG) c int (I?J. G is not itself a disk of contact. but it becomes one if i;G 
is pushed into int (a&J. We will abuse notation and call G a “disk of contact in F”. 
To produce this disk G, we first isotope F along fibers of IV* into int (fi,?). Then we 
choose a 2-sphere P in Ns which is transverse to the fibers of .Qs and intersects F 
transversely in the least possible number of curves. If P fl F # 0, let z be a curve of P n F 
which is innermost in F and hence bounds a disk D in F with 5 n P = 8. Then one of 
the spheres obtained by surgering P on D is carried by !?, and has fewer curves of 
intersection with F than P. This contradicts our assumption on P. so P n F = 0. 
P bounds ;i 3-ball B in M and B fl F = 0 since P II F = 0 and no component of F can 
lie in a ball. Thus one can isotope P and B so that (8,&,Yn B) c P, P c g.+ B n F = 0. 
and P - i),,$,y is transverse to the fibers of ss. Then B fl fi,y is an i-bundle and B fY ?.J~,~ 
is a collection {A,, . ., A,.: of annuli. By an easy argument, B ft $,T is a product. If 
A,E [A,. . ., A,,‘,, there are disks D,, and D, in P with D,, n Dz, = 8 and A,U D,, U D, a 
topological 2-sphere. Since B is irreducible, A, U D,, U D, bounds a ball B, in B. We call 
,4, outermost if B, qf B, for any .s E i I, . . . . w), .I #,j. Let A, E (A,. ., A,) be an outermost 
annulus. Then there is a component W of P f? d,,1\3,y with dA, c d W. Isotope F along fibers 
in fis so that, once again, D,,N,s c F, hence W c F, and F - d,,fi, is transverse to the fibers 
of IVY. Let 11, and /j, be the two components of aA,. Since F is incompressible. /j, bounds 
a disk D in F. If D is not a disk of contact in F, then W c D and there is a disk G c D 
with dG = [12. G is a disk of contact in F. This completes the proof of Claim I. 
Cluirn 2. If there is a disk of contact for B, but 8,Y carries no 2-sphere. then there is 
;I disk of contact G in I;: To prove this, assume that & carries no 2-sphere and that D 
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is a disk of contact for i?, as in (i). Isotope F along fibers in #s so that F c int (Ns) and 
F is transverse to the fibers of as. We can assume that D intersects F transversely. If 
D fl F # 0, let u be a component of D TIF which bounds a disk D’ in F with 
int (D’) n D = 0, and let D” be the disk in D bounded by a. D’ U D” is a 2-sphere in NP 
Since there are no 2-spheres carried by B,, one can isotope D” to D’ (the isotopy may not 
stay in Is,) and then push it off F to get a new disk of contact, which we still call D, with 
the same boundary and with fewer components of intersection with F. R.epeating as 
necessary, we can isotope D (rel 8D) to a disk of contact D with D fl F = 0. Now isotope 
F along fibers in Ns so that once again a,,fis c F and F - a,fis is transverse to the fibers 
of fi9 Let c1 be a circle of a,Ns fl F such that a and aD are in the same component of a,fis. 
Since F is incompressible, c1 bounds a disk G in F. Since there are no 2-spheres carried by 
fis, G is a disk of contact in F. This establishes Claim 2. 
Claim 3. If G is a disk of contact in F, then G has minimal complexity among all disks 
E in normal form with aE = aG. (Since 
the definitions of normal form and complexity make sense for E.) If not, let E be a disk 
in normal form with aG = aE and y(E) < y(G). Isotope E (rel aE) among normal surfaces 
so that int (E) intersects F transversely and 
(EnF) c (Co, Y”)qjQ Yj). 
If E fl F = aE, then F does not have minimal complexity since y(E) < y(G). If E fl F # aE, 
let a be a circle of E fl F which is innermost in E. a bounds a disk E’ in E and a disk D’ 
in F. Since F has minimal complexity, y(E’) 2 y(D’). Then homotoping E’ to D’ and 
beyond it extends to a homotopy (rel aE) of E to an immersed disk E, with only double 
curves of self-intersections and y(E,) I y(E). Also, E, n F has fewer components than 
E fl F. If E, is not embedded, let j? be a double curve in E, which bounds an embedded 
disk J in E, and an immersed disk J’ in E,. J is homotopic to J’ since q(M) = 0. If J c J’, 
homotoping J’ to J extends to a homotopy of E,(rel aE,) to an immersed disk E2 such that 
y(E2) I y(E,) and E2 has fewer double curves than El. If J qt J’ let E2 be the disk obtained 
from E, by cutting and pasting along a (interchanging J and J’). Then E2 is homotopic 
(rel a&) to E,, y(E,) = y(E,), and E2 has fewer double curves than El. Repeating as 
necessary, one can homotope E, (rel aE,) to an embedded isk E3 such that y(E,) -< y(E,) 
and Ej fI F has no more components than E, fl F. One can then isotope E3 to a normal 
disk E4 such that y(E4) I y(E) and E4 fl F has fewer components than E n F. Repeating 
as necessary, one can homotope E4 (rel aE.,) to a normal disk E, with Es fl F = aE, and 
y(E,) < y(E). This implies that E, n F = aG and y(E,) c y(G), which is impossible since F 
has minimal complexity. Thus G has minimal complexity among all disks E in normal form 
with aE = dG. This completes the proof of Claim 3. 
If there are any disks of contact for &,, it follows from Claims 1 and 2 that there is 
a disk of contact G in F. After isotoping F along fibers in Ns so that F c int (fi& we push 
G off F to a disk of contact for &. We then eliminate all fibers of Hs - F which intersect 
G. This process eliminates a disk of contact for &, and the resulting branched surface 
carries S with positive weights. We eliminate all disks of contact in the same way. If there 
are any half-disks of contact, we eliminate one by using the above method to eliminate 
a disk of contact in the double. We eliminate all half-disks of contact in this way. We then 
eliminate some fibers of Ns - F so that the branch locus is transverse to itself. We denote 
the branched surface by B, and the fibered neighborhood by N,. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let M, S, F, B, be as abore. Then B, is incompressible. 
Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) follow directly from the construction. To show that B,y 
satisfies (iii), suppose D c M - fi is a monogon: dD = D n N = r U p. where I c ?,ly5 
is a fiber and /3 c a,,N,. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether the 
component A of a,N, containing r is an annulus or a rectangle. 
Suppose first that A is an annulus. Let D, and D, be two parallel copies of the monogon 
D on opposite sides of D with dD, = cti U /Ii (Fig. 6a). The arcs r, and zz divide A into two 
rectangles R and &,, where R,, contains a. Then E = R U D, U Dz is a disk with E n F = ?E. 
Since F is incompressible there is a disk E’ c F with dE’ = SE. The disk E’ does not contain 
/3, since otherwise there is a disk of contact with boundary in A. The 2-sphere E U E’ 
bounds a 3-cell C since M is irreducible, and C does not contain D since otherwise a 
component of F would be contained in the 3-ball. If we isotope D, c ?C to Dz c SC in 
the obvious way and identify D, and D,, we obtain a solid torus T with dT = A U A ‘, where 
A’ is an annulus in F. Isotoping A’ c F to A and a little beyond reduces the number of 
intersections of F with the 2-handles, although after the isotopy F is no longer in normal 
form. One can then isotope F to a normal form with smaller complexity. contrary to 
assumption. 
The proof is similar if A is a rectangle. Again let D, and D, be parallel copies of D with 
dD, = ai U /3,. In this case ai and a2 divide A into 3 rectangles &, R,, and R? (Fig. 6b), and 
E, = D, U R, and E, = D2 U R, are potential a-compressing disks for F. Thus there are 
half-disks E; and E; in F with aE: - dM = dE, - aM. For i = 1, 2 E, U E: cuts a 3-cell C, 
from M, with C, fl C, = 8. Again we isotope D, c K, to D, c dC2 and identify D, and 
D, to obtain a 3-cell C with dC - dM = A U A’, where A ’ c F. Isotoping A ’ to A again 
shows that the complexity of F can be reduced, contrary to assumption. 0 
Theorem 1 stated in the introduction, now follows easily from Theorem 2 and 
Proposition 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given any two-sided, incompressible, d-incompressible surface 
S c M, we can construct, by the method of Proposition 3, a properly embedded branched 
surface B, c M which carries S with positive weights and is incompressible. By Theorem 
2 every surface carried by B, with positive weights is injective and d-injective. We will finish 
the proof by showing that only finitely many of the B,y’s are distinct, up to the modification 
making the branch locus generic. 
In the construction of B, from S, each disk-type occurs at most once in B,, and is 
is determined completely by which disk-types are present. Since there are only a finite 
number of disk-types, there are only a finite numer of possibilities for 8, and fi,s. Nr is 
obtained from tis by cutting on disks (and half-disks) of contact of minimal complexity. 
For each component of a,.r3, whose core bounds a disk (half-disk) of contact there are only 
finitely many disks (half-disks) of contact having minimal complexity. Thus there are only 
finitely many possibilities for B,, up to the above modification. 0 
Fig. 6. 
(b) 
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$4. FURTHER REMARKS 
Branched surfaces are convenient tools in studying incompressible surfaces in 
3-manifolds, enabling one to describe surfaces by a finite set of weights. It is often possible 
to read off information about the surfaces (e.g. genus, number of boundary components, 
isotopy classes of boundary components) directly from the branched surface data, and one 
can use branched surfaces to prove that surfaces are incompressible and d-incompressible. 
For examples of this, see [5] or [6]. 
Using our main result, Hatcher has given a fairly easy proof of the following 
theorem [4]. 
THEOREM (Hatcher). If M is a Haken 3-manifold with lJM = T2, then there are only a 
,finite number qf slopes realized by boundary curves of two-sided incompressible, 
S-incompressible surfaces in M. 
Hatcher’s result, which was one of our original motivations for studying branched 
surfaces, and the results of [I] imply that, if M is an atoroidal, Haken 3-manifold with 
dM = T’ and c E N, then there are only a finite number of non-isotopic, orientable, 
incompressible, a-incompressible surfaces S c M with lx(S)/ I c. By Haken’s work this 
is known in general for an atoroidal and anannular Haken 3-manifold. 
One of Thurston’s powerful tools in his work on surface diffeomorphisms[8] and on 
hyperbolic structures on 3-manifolds[9] is his construction of the projective lamination 
spaces gZ’(S) and Y_Y&S) for a surface S. B_Y&S) is topologically a sphere, and contains 
the (non-peripheral) simple closed curves on S, up to isotopy, as a dense set of “rational” 
points. BY,(S) can be used to give a natural compactification of Teichmiiller space. One 
approach to the projective lamination spaces uses “train tracks”, or branched 
1 -manifolds [9]. One can construct a projective lamination y on S by assigning weights to 
a transversely recurrent train track; rational weights give systems of simple closed curves. 
Similarly, one can construct injective, d-injective surfaces in a Haken 3-manifold by 
assigning rational weights (we are measuring weights projectively here) to suitable 
branched surfaces. Our main result, together with the results of [2] and [5], suggest hat 
there may be a “projective lamination” space 95?(M), with the injective, a-injective 
surfaces, up to isotopy, as a dense set of “rational” points. 
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